**FAST-PASS®
PASSPORT READERS**

**ROCD0002**

3M-AIT Full Page Reader
Passport Reader

If images are critical to your operations, choose the 3M Full Page Reader. In addition to performing OCR, this flexible device captures an image of the full page of a travel document in infrared (IR) and visible illumination, as well as (optionally) ultraviolet (UV) light. Full color images of the document data page, or an isolated photo of the traveler, can also be saved in JPG format. The 3M Full Page Reader is also easy to use. Its ability to automatically detect the presence of a document, as well as the document type, means your inspectors can focus on travelers—and not on the operation of the reader.

---

**RSS1000-01**

ScanShell 1000
Passport Reader

Scanshell 1000 is the ideal scanner for scanning images from passport and driver license - the unique structure, the easy-to-use interface and compact package is best suited for scanning passports & driver’s licenses, providing the user with an image of the document as well as OCR capabilities.

With this Passport Scanner you can also scan Driver Licenses, Bank Checks, ID Cards and Photos.

Scanshell 1000 provides ultra-compact and external power-free scanning convenience. The flatbed, CIS (contact image sensor) design provides a Passport Scanner system, which is capable of color (24 bit), grayscale (8 bit) and B&W scanning of documents up to 5 x 3 in. (127 x 76mm) in area.

Scanshell 1000N integrates seamlessly into corporate and government security communities USA PATRIOT ACT compliance programs.